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ABSTRACT

AstroX is an add-on toolbox to the open source X-ray simulation software package McXtrace, which introduces
Astronomical telescope optics and features to the package. Thus, enabling users to draw from the experience
and developments of two communities. It may also shed further light into calibration results when measuring
optics in ground based test-setups, at synchrotrons and specialized facilities.
AstroX now includes a range of optical elements for Wolter class optics, extended source models, lobster eye
optics, and gratings etc. Furthermore the open modular nature of McXtrace makes it fairly simple to connect
to other software packages.

We present a range of simulations of various aspects of telescopes:

• A simulation workflow capable of quantifying stray light from Compton scattering at mirror substrates.

• A study on the effect of dust contamination inside small-pore silicon pore optics.

• A mechanism to include gratings for spectrometry in a telescope simulation.

Keywords: Ray tracing, X-ray, simulation, McXtrace, telescope, AstroX

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of X-ray telescopes are often regarded as simply the response of its mirrors. In many cases also
the collective effect of mirror reflectivity with imperfections to the mirrors (figure errors, slope errors, roughness,
misalignment etc.) is included in the analysis. Such effects are often studied within the geometrical optics
paradigm, mainly for the reason that ray tracing is a fairly simple process to program and is often fast in terms
of computer run time. The AstroX toolbox adds to the McXtrace package and builds on the idea that a versatile
framework can be used to simulate multiple types of telescopes as opposed to rebuilding a new ray-tracing engine
for each new mission. The toolbox itself continues to develop, and in the following we will present some novel
use-cases and supporting calculations.

This article addresses three topics in relation to computation of Wolter-class telescope optics in general:
First, in recent years, Silicon Pore Optics (SPOs) have been proposed as a technical solution to produce
lightweight, large scale Wolter class telescopes.1 A downside to this is that material is placed in the optical
field, which could create spurious signals. Thus, a tool to evaluate and quantify such signals becomes important.
We present a workflow that adds up to such a tool applied to the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO).
Second, a further characteristic of SPOs is that the transmission channels by design are relatively small. This
creates a confined space, in which dust particles may be trapped at assembly. The second track of this article
concerns itself with the effect of absorption caused by dust particles.
Third, many missions/telescopes include devices for wavelength separation. One of the most common schemes
is to include have a grating disperse energies spatially.2,3 We present a way of including these kinds of devices
in the frame of AstroX/McXtrace as applied to CXO.
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Figure 1. Left: Schematic drawing of the process applied when storing pseudo-photons at reflection points. A Monte
Carlo photon with wavevector k̄i, arrives at the mirror surface and gets reflected into k̄f . Its Monte Carlo weight p is
adjusted according to the reflectivity r of the mirror surface. The ”removed” weight p (1− r) is then attached to a pseudo
photon travelling in the original direction k̃i ‖ k̄i, i.e. into the surface.
Right: Drawing of two Monte Carlo pseudo photons that have entered a mirror SiO2 substrate and scatter (Compton)
inside. Scatter events are indicated by the red dots. For Compton-scattering the photons lose energy at each interaction.
This effect is encoded in the shorter wavevector k.

2. METHOD

2.1 Substrate Compton scattering

From a particle perspective, a photon impinging on a surface may be either reflected or transmitted into the
surface. In the context of Monte Carlo (MC) ray tracing this is often associated with a re-weighting of the MC
photon, to retain statistical significance in the signal path.4 If, instead the transmission branch is of interested
we may simply take the complementary weight T = (1−R) and allow the photon to enter the mirror substrate.

We apply a concept of logging reflections, in terms of the photon state before and after, in a preset region.5

At the points of reflection a MC photon, dubbed pseudo-photon to distinguish it from the regular MC photons,
is emitted representing the non-reflected portion of the beam. Each pseudo photon is traced into the mirror
substrates and allowed to interact with material therein, for instance by means of Compton-scattering.6 Although
the likelihood is small, scattered photons may scatter multiple times within the substrate, but also between mirror
substrates. Each time a scattering event occurs, that event is yet again logged. Thus we may create scattering
maps which may be analyzed to determine what objects generate (unwanted) spurious signal pathways to the
detector, and hence contribute to the overall noise level of measurements. To summarize the process:

1. Use a Scatter logger-instance in a AstroX/McXtrace-model of CXO to compute the intensity field that
enter the mirror SiO2-substrates.

2. run a 2nd instance of the AstroX/McXtrace model of CXO which contains the mirror substrates defined
by means of Union7-building blocks and a Compton scattering process enabled.

3. Store scattering points and trace the scattered photons until they terminate outside the telescope or hit
the detector.

2.2 Dust contamination

As a first order approximation to the dust particle contamination problem, we consider dust particles to be
opaque, i.e. to have infinite absorption regardless of photon energy. This obviously forms also an upper bound
on the absorption effect of dust particles. A simple extension to this theory is impose a chemical composition of
the dust particles, and hence by means of Beer-Lambert’s law8 apply a transmission coefficient.

To determine the effect of dust particles, we assume that the particles are randomly scattered and oriented
in the pore. It follows from the random orientation that the shape of dust particles may be approximated by
perfect spheres, from which it in turn follows that the cross section of a particle become a circle. We write the
dust particle cross section, Ap, as:

Ap = π ·
(
D

2

)2

(1)
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Table 1. Number of allowed particles above a given size (diameter) in a m3 for a few clean room ISO classes, and
US-standard equivalents.9 ISO class 9 constitutes room air.

CLASS FED209E > 0.1µm > 0.2µm > 0.3µm > 0.5µm > 1µm > 5µm
ISO 1 10 2
ISO 5 100 100000 23700 10200 3520 832 29
ISO 9 35200000 8320000 293000

Where D is the diameter of the particle. When a photon travels a small distance through a pore (dl) the
probability that it will hit a dust particle is equal to the number of particles in the volume it has passed times
how much of the area a particle fills:

dP = w hdl ρp(D)
Ap
w h

= Apρp(D)dl = π

(
D

2

)2

ρp(D)dl =
π

4
D2ρp(D)dl (2)

where w, h are the width and height of the pore, ρp is the concentration of particles for a given diameter, and Ap
the cross section area of the particle. Here we have approximated the pores in a Wolter optics by square straight
channels.

According to the ISO standard for cleanrooms9 particle concentrations may be calculated using the following
formula

ρp(D) = 10N
(

0.1

D

)2.08

(3)

To exemplify, we have reproduced particle concentrations for a standard set of particles in a few ISO cleanroom
classes in table 1. Using the discrete values for particle size we may write the total probability for collision with
a dust particle as:

dP =
π

4

(∑
D2ρp(D)

)
dl (4)

If dust particles are considered opaque (completely absorbing) the pre-factor to dl in eq. (4) may be identified
with the linear absorption factor in Beer-Lambert’s law (eq. (5)).

I

I0
= exp(−µl) (5)

Although opaque particles form a useful upper bound for the absorption effect, it is clear that the material
composition of dust particles may have a significant impact on the attenuation, in the sense that some fraction of
radiation will pass through. To account for such partially transparent dust particles, we may again apply eq. (5)
on a single particle level, using an appropriate linear absorption coefficient for the composition, µmat, and the
mean length, lm travelled through a dust particle. The mean length through a sphere is simply the ratio of the
sphere’s volume to the cross section area of the sphere.

lm =
4
3πr

3

πr2
=

4r

3
=

2D

3
(6)

Finally, the pores in an SPO are generally not square and straight, instead they follow a curved profile, e.g.
in a true Wolter-I10 context each pore consists of a parabolic/hyperbolic pair. Within the AstroX/McXtrace
system, the time elapsed when a ray travels is tracked by default. Hence, we may easily implement absorption
due to dust-particles in the Monte Carlo scheme by simply applying Beer-Lambert’s law to the photon weight,
post traversal of pores.

p

p0
= exp(−µt− t0

c
) (7)
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2.3 Gratings

The CXO has a grating module installed to allow energy-dispersed observations. In fact the telescope has as
two sets, but for brevity we shall limit our discussion to the High Energy Transmission Grating (HETG).11 The
HETG-module may be swung into the optical path on request. The module consists of a large set of grating tiles
that cover the four circular mirror exits. The two inner mirrors, which in general reflect more of high energy
radiation due to their relatively smaller incidence angles, are covered by a set of High Energy Gratings (HEG),
whereas the outer rings are covered by Medium Energy Gratings (MEG). The grating parameters are given in
Ref. 11, some of which are reproduced here in table 2. Although any grating detector combination is possible,
the gratings on CXO are optimized for use with the ACIS-S detector module, which consists of 6 tiles of 2D pixel
area detectors set in a horizontal line.12

For ray tracing a transmission grating it is necessary to conceptually consider the ray a plane wave at the
moment of diffraction within the grating model. In practice, within the domain of MC ray tracing, this simply
amounts to computing a probability distribution function from which to sample outgoing angles. To exemplify
we may pick a diffraction order from available diffraction orders with the relative probabilities (following Ref. 13):

P (N) =
p0(N)∑
n=N p0(n)

(8)

where:

p0(n) =


(

sin(γnπ)

nπ

)2 (
1 + e−2kzdβ − 2e−kzdβ cos(kzdδ)

)
; n 6= 0

γ2 + (1− γ)2e−2kzdβ − 2γ(1− γ)e−kzdβ cos(kzdδ); n = 0

(9)

Here zd is the thickness of grating rods, δ and β the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index differences
from unity: n = 1 + δ + iβ, and γ the duty cycle of the grating. Given the relative order probabilities, we may
readily pick an outgoing angle by first picking an order by a Monte Carlo choice, and subsequently pick an angle
centred on the angle given by eq. (10).

θ0(n) =
n2π

kΛ
(10)

Here Λ denotes the the grating period. Figure 2 shows the computed grating diffraction patterns for HEG
and MEG, when illuminated by 1keV radiation. We may note the difference in relative intensity for 2nd order
diffraction for the two gratings, which is caused by the difference in duty cycle. In CXO, in order to easily
separate the signals from the two grating types, the gratings are mounted at angles as indicated in table 2. The
upshot of this is that the energy resolved signal will form an elongated X on the detector array.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Compton substrate scattering

In the following we illuminated by X-ray radiation drawn from a uniform spectrum in the energy range: E =0.1
to 100keV. Figure 3 shows spatially resolved maps of the intensity scattered inside the CXO optics, where
scattered intensity is binned according to its point of origin inside the mirror substrates. It is clear from fig. 3
that the biggest contribution to substrate scattering comes from the secondary mirror. This may be explained
by the larger incidence angles experienced here.

Table 2. Main grating parameters - the ones used in simulations in section 3. From Ref. 11.

MEG HEG
line density /mm 2000 4000

material Au Au
duty cycle 0.4 0.3

tilt angle / ° 4.725 -5.235
size / mm2 25 x 25 25 x 25
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Figure 2. Example grating diffraction patterns for the HEG and MEG Au-gratings with 4000 and 2000 lines / mm, resp.
(Parameters given in table 2) when illuminated by 1keV radiation.

Figure 3. Spatially resolved maps of mirror substrate Compton scattering locations in the CXO telescope optic. Left:
XZ-projection; right: XY-projection.

In fig. 4 we show the resulting radiation pattern, that is the result of unreflected intensity in the telescope.
Unsurprisingly, most of the intensity that enters into the mirror substrates passes through (The central high-
intensity region in fig. 4 left.). The Compton-scattered part of the radiation is the diffuse background we find
in a wide angular range around the centre. The right hand side of fig. 4 shows the signal caught on the ACIS I
imaging modules 0 to 3. As expected, we find no significant difference between the modules. We may conclude
that, although the available Monte Carlo statistics are very limited, the Compton scattering originating from
the mirror substrates, is unlikely to significantly degrade the telescope signal.

3.2 Dust Contamination

For this section we have used a version the proposed ATHENA optic as described in Refs. 14, 15 as a starting
point. Note that this is not the final design, nonetheless the result should be valid for similar SPO structures.
According to plan14,15 the optics is to be constructed with pores of 1× 0.7mm2 in the length range 0.2 to 0.4m.

The particle concentration may be found from the clean room classification, reproduced for reference in
table 1

In the following we will refine our analysis by assuming that dust is composed of Si and/or C and look up
absorption coefficients accordingly. In the ATHENA case the SPO modules are (to be) assembled in a ISO 5
class (class 100) cleanroom. With input from table 1, and following eqs. (5) and (6) we may compute the total
absorption as a function of composition and wavelength. Figure 5 shows the attenuation coefficient associated
with free floating dust particles in an SPO-optic assembled in a class ISO 5 room. In the ATHENA context, the
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Figure 4. Compton scattering from the mirror substrates of CXO. Left: Intensity caught on a spherical surface completely
surrounding the telescope optic. The high intensity circular area around (long., lat.) = (0, 0)° corresponds to unscattered
intensity through the substrates. Right: Scattered signal that reaches the 4 imaging detector modules ACIS I0 to 3.
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Figure 5. Linear attenuation coefficients associated with free floating dust particles inside pores of an SPO assembled
under clean room ISO class 5 conditions. Dust is considered dilute spheres, uniformly distributed throughout the pore.
Blue: Si-dust particles; Red: C-dust particles; Green: opaque dust particles.

upper bound formed by opaque particles (eq. (4)) indicate a total attenuation caused by free dust of:

I

I0
< exp(1.3× 10−8 · 0.203) ≈ 1− 2.6× 10−9 (11)

for the set of longest pores (L ≈ 2× 0.1015m, in the inner ring) in the considered ATHENA optic version. Thus,
the clear prediction is that free floating dust absorption is far from significant, for this level of clean air.

Using the time tracking feature of McXtrace/AstroX (section 2) we can directly apply dust-absorption cor-
rections in a telescope model. Since it is a very minor effect, for clarity we choose to visualize the effective
pore-length experienced by the transmitted radiation. Figure 6 and table 3 show distributions of ray path
lengths through a set of pores at rings 1, 7, and 15 of the ATHENA-optic version under consideration here. We
stress that this is a preliminary version of the optic which is subject to to change as the project matures towards
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of the pore path length experienced by rays passing through pores in rings 1, 7,
and 15 of the considered ATHENA optics version.

ring # mean / m std. dev. / m
1 0.203 4.95× 10−6

7 0.0882 9.66× 10−6

15 0.0504 2.36× 10−5

-1.0e-04 -5.0e-05 0.0e+00 5.0e-05 1.0e-04
difference from mean path length, Δl / m
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Figure 6. Effective pore-length for a few rings in the proposed ATHENA-optic.15

realization. From the effective path length we find correction factor to eq. (11) of

δl = ±4.95× 10−6m ⇒ δ

(
I

I0

)
= ±0.4× 10−11 (12)

3.3 Gratings

We have added into our model of CXO optional gratings with parameters from table 2. These are placed in
relation to the nominal focal point, placed 8.632 m upstream from the aimpoint on a line towards the mid-plane
radii of the 4 mirrors. Further, (as noted in section 2 the outer MEGs have been tilted by 4.725° and the inner
HEGs by −5.235° around the optical axis. In the focal plane we have placed 5 2D-monitors in a horizontal line
with gaps mimicking those in the in-flight telescope. To avoid the clutter of 192 and 144 individual gratings in
the model, we have simplified the geometry to only a single grating per mirror, and restricted the radiation to
only illuminate the portion of the mirror that reflects to the gratings (fig. 7).

Gratings

ACIS S modules

Figure 7. visual ray tracing of the cxo-model. the set of single gratings are labelled.
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Figure 8. Raw detector images from the McXtrace/AstroX CXO-model, where the detector modules mimic the ACIS-S
setup. Gratings and optic are illuminated by a mathematical point source which radiates towards the sector op the optics
which reflects onto the gratings. The source emits X-ray uniformly in the energy interval 0.6 keV to 9.4 keV. From left to
right ACIS S modules 0 to 5.

Figure 8 shows the set of ACIS S modules seen by the simulated CXO-model when the gratings are illuminated
as discussed above with a source emitting X-rays in a uniform energy distribution between 0.6 and 9.4 keV. As
expected, the intensity is dispersed in an elongated X-shape, and from this we conclude that the model works
as intended. For simplicity we have in the model system, neglected the offset of the focal point. In reality the
telescope focal point is situated slightly inside ACIS S 3.12 To include the offset is a straightforward translation
of the set of detector modules.

4. CONCLUSION/SUMMARY

We may draw a of couple of conclusions in terms of numerical results: First, we find that in terms of dust
contamination, free flowing dust in a clean room will not impair the performance of an SPO based telescope -
In fact even if the optic was assembled in room air, this would still be expected to be the case.
Second, we find likewise, that Compton scattering from glass mirror substrates is not likely to be impair telescope
performance.
More importantly, we have shown three workflows providing handles on very difference aspects of telescope
performance using the AstroX/McXtrace framework. These are use-cases that are not limited to the examples
we have shown here, and in all three cases may be expanded upon at will. Note, that the code used will be
publicly available under an open source license.
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